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Introduction
The purpose of this document is the presentation and comparison of international standards for
interconnecting small distributed generation units to the public grid of different European countries
(Germany, Italy and Spain) and the United States of America. From that recommendations for a
simplified connection procedure in cohe-rence with net-metering are derived.
The at first glance simple task turned out to be relatively complex. The information desired is not
written in a single document per country but distributed over many dif-ferent norms, guidelines and
laws. E.g. only for Germany the following documents contain the necessary content:
•

Renewable Energy Sources Act EEG (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz)

•

Energy Industry Act EnWG (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz)

•
Ordinance on System Services by Wind Energy Plants SDLWindV
(Systemdienstleistungsverordnung)
•
Guidelines about generation units connected tot he low voltage grid (Erzeugungsanlagen am
Niederspannungsnetz – Technische Mindestanforderungen für Anschluss und Parallelbetrieb von
Erzeugungsanlagen am Niederspannungsnetz)
•

Diverse supplements to this guidelines

•
Technical guidelines for interconnection with the low voltage grid (Technische
Anschlussbedingungen TAB 2007 für den Anschluss an das Niederspannungsnetz)
All the information given in this report are derived from those documents and are not anymore referred
to later in the text.
As a consequence for Germany the interconnection requirements will be displayed in detail within this
document. For the other countries the author has been supported by TÜV Rheinland who has
representatives in all of the countries discussed here. Namely this has been Willi Vaaßen, Marco Piva
(Italy), Felipe Molinero (Spain), and Matthias Heinze (United States), respectively. For those countries
the latest renewable energy policies are and laws are displayed and an overview about the technical
interconnection requirements in table form is given. Unfortunately, for Portugal the author did not
succeed. Neither in getting the necessary documents by internet research nor by the help personnel
contacts.
In a separate document /appendix the most important documents about norms and guidelines from
where the information displayed here has been gained are assem-bled. For establishing own codes
and rules in Brazil it might be important to have more than just the numeric data.
When finalizing the report with recommendations (section 6) for an easy procedure for grid
interconnection requirements first results from the EC project “PV Legal” are presented and a short
overview about history of RE support schemes are given to explain how important reliable policy is for
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market development and cost efficient generation plant installations. Or – with other words – how
important a net-metering regulation could be because it is independent of legislative processes and
the here-with accompanying uncertainties (e. g. about the development of feed-in tariffs).
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2
Interconnection of Distributed Generation to the Pubic Grid in
Germany
In Germany, electricity from renewable sources is supported through a feed-in tariff. The criteria for
eligibility and the amount of tariff are set out in the Act on Granting Priority to Renewable Energy
Sources (EEG). According to this Act, operators of renewable energy systems are statutorily entitled
against the grid operator to payments for electricity exported to the grid.
System operators are statutorily entitled to the immediate and preferential connection of renewable
energy systems by the grid operators.
System operators are statutorily entitled against the grid operators to the purchase and transmission of
all electricity from renewable energy sources supplied. Grid operators are not entitled to charge the
system operators for the transmission of such electricity.
Upon the request of those interested in feeding in electricity, the grid operator is obliged to
immediately optimise, boost and expand his grid in accordance with the best available technology in
order to guarantee the purchase, transmission and distribution of electricity from renewable sources (§
9 par. 1 EEG). The grid operator is not obliged to optimise, boost or expand his grid if this is
economically unreasonable.
The legal framework in Germany is formed by the following laws:
EEG (Renewable Energy Sources Act – general provisions on renewable energy)
BiomasseV (Biomass Ordinance – ordinance defining the concept of biomass)
StromNZV (Stromnetzzugangsverordnung – regulation on electricity exports to and electricity
imports from supply grids)
AusglMechV (Ausgleichsmechanismusverordnung - ordinance on the Further Development of
the Nationwide Equalisation Scheme)
SDLWindV (Systemdienstleistungsverordnung - ordinance on System Services by Wind
Energy Plants)
BioSt-NachV (Biomassestrom-Nachhaltigkeitsverordnung - ordinance on Requirements
Pertaining to Sustainable Production of Bioliquids for Electricity Production)
EnWG (Energy Industry Act – general provisions on the energy industry)
KraftNAV (Ordinance on the Connection of Power Plants to the Grid)

All electricity generation units need to be operated in compliance with the guidelines of the grid
operators. Among them are that generation unit operator and grid operator need to agree on a
maximum apparent feed-in power. Apart from grid codes all relevant norms need to be followed,
among them:
DIN norms and especially the in the meantime European wide harmonized DIN VDE-0100551
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Employment protection and accident prevention guidelines of employers associations of the
respective countries
Technical connection conditions of the grid operators
Erection and grid connection of the generation unit need to be performed by registered
electricians

2.1 Minimum protective system requirements and avoidance of
islanding
The operator of a generation unit has to equip his installation with protection units for grid
disconnection. The protection device has the task to disconnect the generation unit from the grid in
case of forbidden voltage and frequency values. Therefore, the protection should assure safety of grid
operator personnel who perform work at the grid assets. The protection should avoid unintended
power feed-in by decentralized generation units into the low voltage grid that is separated from the rest
of the distribution grid.
The requirements described here do not correspond to the protection of the generation unit itself. This
kind of protection need to be done according to the norms that are valid in the respective countries.
The generation operator must take action that switching activities in the grid, voltage deviations,
automatic reconnection and other incidents in the grid will not damage his generation units.
The protection can either be realized as a separate device or as part of a programmable plant control
unit. In case the power supply of the protection unit fails the section switch immediately has to
disconnect the generation unit from the grid.
The protection functionality must be verifiable by the setting of analogue information. The generation
unit therefore must be equipped with a respective interface, a so-called terminal-strip. This is not the
case when applying a supervision unit according to E DIN VDE 0126.

Grid supervision units
Generation units are connected to the low voltage grid via an “always from grid operator personnel
accessible switch with disconnection functionality” according to DIN VDE 0100-551. The term “always
accessible” means
Above ground level connection point of the house connection cable to the low voltage grid
(cable connection board or transformer station)
House connection box in case it is accessible to grid operator personnel without limitations

Especially for photovoltaic systems a unit for grid supervision with switching element according to
E DIN VDE 0126 can replace the functions of a section switch and decoupling protection.
This supervision unit has been developed for photovoltaic systems with a nominal power of less than
4.6 kVA that feed power to the grid on a single phase. This supervision unit also can be used for all
generator types and inverter based power generators up to a nominal power of 30 kVA and three
phase connection. The unit can be integrated into an inverter or can be conducted as an independent
protection device.
The protection device according to E DIN VDE 0126 contains voltage and frequency supervision and
evaluates grid impedance leaps as additional criterion. Due to those three criteria and its redundant
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construction it fulfills the necessary safety requirements. Therefore, the normally requested switch with
disconnection functionality that needs to be accessible by grid operator personnel and also the
separate voltage and frequency supervision can be omitted.
The supervision unit requires having a test certificate that is issued by an accredited test laboratory.
The supervision unit requires having a voltage reduction protection in all three phases – although the
feed-in is only single phase.

Section switch
The above described supervision unit is connected with a section switch. This section switch can be
one of the following types:
Circuit breaker / power switch
Fuse switch
Motor protection switch
Welding-save relay with breaking capacity and upstream short-circuit protection
The section switch must assure an all-phase galvanic separation. The function of the section switch
can be fulfilled with the above described supervision unit and therefore directly coupled with the
section switch.
The section switch either can be
A switch that connects the complete customer side with the grid, or
A switch that connects the generation unit with the rest of the customer installation.
With generation units that are connected to the grid via frequency converters or inverters the section
switch must be installed on the grid side of the power electronic device. It must not be affected in its
functionality by a short-circuit within the converter.
The section switch must be designed for the maximum possible short circuit current and must trigger
without delay.

Further remarks to protection issues
With three phase alternators that are connected to the grid imbalances of active power generation and
active power consumption lead to speed changes and therefore to frequency changes. Imbalances of
reactive power generation and reactive power consumption lead to voltage deviations. Therefore,
when generation units with three phase alternators are connected to the grid both, frequency and
voltage must be supervised. The corresponding voltage reduction protection must be performed in all
three phases in order to also detect single phase voltage drops and as a consequence of that to
disconnect the generation unit from the grid.
The stator of induction generators are excited from the grid. With asymmetric capacitive loads a single
phase voltage increase can occur. Therefore, generation units that are connected to the grid via
induction generators a three-phase voltage increase protection is required.
A delayed activation of the voltage drop or voltage increase protection is only possible in exceptional
cases und must be of short time in order to avoid damages in case of fast voltage deviations at the
generation plant itself or inside the customer installation. E.g. in case of self-excitation of an induction
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generator the voltage can reach high values in only few periods that damage at assets cannot be
excluded.
Different from direct coupled three-phase alternators there is no direct coherence between active
power balance and frequency deviation when the generation unit is connected via a power electronic
converter. They do not necessarily react with speed changes in case of an unbalanced active power
ratio. Three-phase alternators with frequency converter (e.g. wind power generators) are decoupled
from the grid via the converter.
An active power imbalance results normally in a voltage deviation when the generation unit is
connected via an inverter. A change in frequency of the inverter output voltage without a simultaneous
change in its amplitude is almost impossible. Therefore, there is no need for separate frequency
supervision as decoupling protection when the generation unit is connected via inverter. Nevertheless,
inverters for operation in parallel with the public grid contain normally internal frequency
measurements that also can be used for protection purposes and can be included into the protection
system.
With large amounts of generation units with a corresponding high installed power that is connected to
the highest voltage grid it would be counterproductive when those units would be disconnected too
early by a frequency drop protection. In case of an error this would lead to an additional power deficit
increasing the already existing one with the consequence that grid stability is endangered.
Out of this reason it is necessary that also this kind of generation unit contribute to the grid support –
like conventional power stations do. Therefore, it is recommended to have a setting of the low
frequency disconnect in high voltage grids at 47.5 Hz.
In low voltage grids the grid operation and grid support aspect is less dominant. Here, the problem of
undesired islanding is dominant. Therefore, it is desirable to disconnect generation units in a more
narrow frequency band. Recommended settings are within a band between 49 Hz and 51 Hz.
In medium voltage grids it is needed to decide case by case whether the generation unit is required to
support grid stability or not.
Illustration 2.1.a summarizes the required and allowed protection units.
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Illustration 2.1.a: Required Protection functionality for connection to the low voltage grid
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Power quality

Power factor
Power factor of a customer installation including generation units has to be kept in the limits of
0.9 capacitive and 0.8 inductive for both, active power consumption and active power
generation. Details can be negotiated bilaterally between customer and grid operator.
Reactive power consumed by a customer installation causes unnecessary grid losses and
reduces the transmission capacity of the grid. Therefore it must be limited to a certain extent.
Generally this is done by a capacitor installation.
Generation units up to a power of 4.6 kVA per phase do not need reactive power compensation
units. For larger units the necessity of reactive compensation depends on the grid
characteristics (short circuit power at connection point, cable or overhead line, etc.) and on the
generation type. A consultation with the grid operator is required.
For dimensioning of the compensation unit operation mode of generation units and the resulting
consequences to grid voltage have to be taken into account. With fluctuating inductive power
requirements (e.g. wind generators with direct coupled induction generators) the compensation
unit needs to be automatically controlled.
Capacitors are not allowed to be connected before the generation unit is connected to the grid.
With disconnection of generation unit simultaneously the compensation unit must be
disconnected.

Power factor of photovoltaic generators
So far photovoltaic generators feed to the low voltage grid with a power factor of one. Currently,
the low voltage guidelines are under revision mainly due to the enormous developments
photovoltaic installations in the last few years. Especially in rural grids problems are reported
that the power quality requirements cannot any more be kept because of too high voltages.
The revised guidelines (VDE-AR-N 4105) will contain similar requirements that already exist in
the medium voltage grid. That means that even photovoltaic generators connected to the low
voltage grid must support the control of the voltage:
PV generators < 3.68 kVA still can feed electricity to the grid with cos

1

PV generators between 3.68 kVA and 13.8 kVA feed electricity to the grid according to
0.95
a characteristic curve with cos
PV generators above 13.8 kVA feed electricity to the grid according to a characteristic
0.9
curve with cos
With those measures the installation capacity of PV generators in the low voltage grid can
almost be doubled.

Harmonics
Inverters must be in accordance with EMC directive 2004/108/EC and the EC low voltage
directive 2006/95/EC.
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Generally, the following EMC standards are of importance whereas the in italics written ones
are especially addressed in grid connection requirements:
Basic standards
Measuring apparatus

EN 55016-1-X

Emission and Immunity

Measuring methods

EN 55016-2-X
EN 61000-4-1

Emission
Immunity

Immunity tests

EN 61000-4-2
EN 61000-4-3

EN 61000-4-15
EN 61000-4-30

Electrostatic discharge (ESD)
Radiated, radio-frequency, electromagnetic
fields
Electrical fast transient (burst)
Surge
Conducted disturbances, induced by radiofrequency fields
Harmonics and inter-harmonics
Power frequency magnetic field
Pulse magnetic field
Voltage dips, short-term interruptions and
voltage fluctuations
Flicker
Power quality

Compatibility levels for lowfrequency conducted
disturbances

EN 61000-2-2
EN 61000-2-4
EN 61000-2-12

Low-voltage power supply system
Industrial plant
Medium voltage power supply system

Limits of emission of harmonics
and inter-harmonics

EN 61000-3-2
EN 61000-3-12

Equipment input current ≤ 16 A/phase
Equipment input current ≤ 75 A/phase

Limits of emission of flicker,
voltage changes and voltage
fluctuations

EN 61000-3-3
EN 61000-3-11

Equipment input current ≤ 16 A/phase
Equipment input current ≤ 75 A/phase

Immunity

EN 61000-6-1
EN 61000-6-2

Domestic environments
Industrial environments

Emission

EN 61000-6-3
EN 61000-6-4

Domestic environments
Industrial environments

EN 55011
EN 55022

Industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) devices
Information and telecommunication equipment
(ITE)

EN 61800-3

Electric drives

EN 50370-1/-2

Machine tools

EN 61000-4-4
EN 61000-4-5
EN 61000-4-6
EN 61000-4-7
EN 61000-4-8
EN 61000-4-9
EN 61000-4-11

Generic standards

Product standards

Emission and Immunity

In the low voltage directive the following is explicitly addressed:
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Operation of generation units is generally permitted in case it fulfills the requirements according
to EN 61000-3-2 or to EN 61000-3-12.
The proof can be made by an independent and accredited test laboratory or by a conformity
declaration of the supplier.
In case there is no conformity declaration the limits of allowed harmonics are

I

, allowed

i

, allowed

S kV

The permitted harmonic currents I

, allowed

at the connection point with the low voltage grid are

calculated from the related harmonic currents i
circuit power at the connection point

, allowed

of table 2.1.a multiplied with the short

S kV .

Table 2.1.a: Maximum permitted harmonic currents that can be fed to the low voltage grid by all
generation units at one connection point (*integer and non integer in a bandwidth of 200 Hz).

2.3

Harmonic number

Permitted harmonic current i

3

4

5

2.5

7

2

9

0.7

11

1.3

13

1

17

0.55

19

0.45

23

0.3

25

0.25

>25

0.25 * 25/ᵥ

, allowed

in A/MVA

Paralleling conditions

Synchronous generation units that are directly coupled to the grid require a synchronizing
device. It consists of a double frequency meter, a double voltage meter and a zero voltage
meter. An automatic paralleling device is to be favored.
In case the generation unit does not contain a precision synchronizing device and as a
consequence approximate synchronization cannot be avoided a bridgeable impedance for
limitation of peak currents need to be installed.

2.4

Voltage regulation

The following protection functions need to activate the section switch and have to be adjustable
in the following range:
Table 2.1.b: Adjustable protection ranges
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Function

range

Voltage decrease protection

1.00 to 0.70

U rated

Voltage increase protection

1.00 to 1.15

U rated

Frequency decrease protection

50 to 47 Hz

Frequency increase protection

50 to 52 Hz

Voltage protections must be realized for any phase in which the generation unit feeds to.
Frequency protection only needs to be realized once.
Generation units that feed the grid via inverter do not need to supervise the grid frequency.
Generation units that feed the grid via synchronous generator only need to have a voltage
increase protection.
The protection functions can be realized in two ways:
Separate or integrated protection unit
Grid supervision unit according to E DIN VDE 0126

Voltage deviations caused by switching actions
Operation of generation units is generally permitted in case the requirements according to EN
61000-3-3 or EN 61000-3-11 are fulfilled.
This either can be proofed by an independent and accredited test laboratory or by a conformity
declaration of the supplier.
In case this proof is not available the allowed voltage deviations at the connection point due to
switching on and off the generation unit must not exceed

u max

3%

Those deviations are only allowed once within five minutes.
In case the switching frequency is very low (e.g. once a day) the grid operator can tolerate a
larger voltage deviation in case a save grid operation is not endangered.
Depending on short circuit power

S kV of the grid and the nominal apparent power S nE of the

switched generation unit the voltage deviation can be estimated according to

u max
The factor

k i max

S nE
S kV

ki max is named as “maximum switching current factor” and described the relation

between the largest current during the switching action (e.g. startup current
current of the generation unit:

14
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Ia
.
I nG

k i max

Results according to this calculation represent estimations for the upper limit. Therefore one will
be on the secure side.
In case induction generators are connected to the gird (even when it is done almost with
synchronous speed) voltage deviations can occur due to transients. This kind of voltage
deviation is allowed to be double in size: 6%. But only in case the duration is not longer than
two periods and the following voltage deviation does not exceed 3% of the original voltage level.

Long-term flicker
Operation of generation units is generally permitted in case the requirements according to EN
61000-3-3 or EN 61000-3-11 are fulfilled.
This either can be proofed by an independent and accredited test laboratory or by a conformity
declaration of the supplier.
In case this proof is not available the allowed voltage deviations at the connection point due to
flickers must not exceed

Alt

0.1

Plt

0.46

or

Alt as well as the long-term flicker intensity Plt of a
single generation unit can be estimated with plant flicker coefficient c according to
The long-term flicker disturbance factor

Alt

S
c nE
S kV

3

or

Plt

c

S nE
,
S kV

with the short circuit power

S kV of the grid and the nominal apparent power S nE of the

generation unit.

2.6

Commissioning

The operator of a generation unit creates a request for commissioning to the grid operator.
Within this request he/she confirms that the generation unit fulfills all the in this document
mentioned guidelines and norms.
The first time when the generation unit is operated in parallel with the grid needs to be agreed
with the grid operator. The procedure is as follows:
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Inspection of the installation
Comparison of the installation with the planning documents
Control of the accessibility of the disconnecting switch (in case it is not replaced by a
supervision unit according E DIN VDE 0126)
Comparison of the metering installation with the corresponding contractual and
technical requirements
Execution of a test of the meters for consumption and delivery
Additionally, a function test of the protection unit is performed. Here, a test facility provides
simulated measurement values to the protection unit and it has to be proven that
The protection unit operates correctly with the respective settings
The given disconnection times are kept
In case a standardized type test exists for the disconnection unit of a certain generation unit and
a test report can be provided, the commissioning test can be reduced to the proof of the
protection unit.
For generation units that are protected by a unit for grid supervision with switching element
according to E DIN VDE 0126 a simplified proof is done:
In parallel operation the phase of a single phase feed-in will be disconnected after this
place had been bridged with a 0.5-Ohm resistor. Also with a three-phase generator a
single-phase test is sufficient.
It is controlled whether the section switch opens and the supervision device indicates
the disturbance.
The grid operator might seal the protection device or protect it in an alternative way against
undesired changes.
In case the generation unit is equipped with a compensation unit it will be tested if it switches on
and off together with the generation unit.
The commissioning procedure will be fixed in a protocol. The protocol remains with the
generation unit operator; illustration 2.6.a shows a standardized form.
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Illustration 2.6.a: Commissioning Protocol
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Connection of synchronous generators
When connecting synchronous generators the following synchronizing conditions must be kept:
Voltage difference

U

Frequency difference

10% U rated
f

Phase angle difference

0.5Hz
10

Depending on the relation between short circuit power to generation unit power it can be
necessary to apply stronger limits in order to avoid not allowed system perturbation.

Connection of induction generators
Induction generation units that are accelerated by the drive mechanism must be connected
unexcited with a speed between 95 % and 105 % of the synchronous speed.
For generation units that have the ability to operate islanded, have self-excitation and are not
connected in idle mode the conditions for synchronous generation units are applied.

Connection of generation units with inverter or frequency
converters
For generation units with inverters or frequency converters it is distinguished whether the AC
side of the converter is in idle mode or not. In case it is not in idle mode the same conditions
apply as for synchronous generators.

Conformity declaration
To guarantee a fault-free grid operation only assets of generation units are allowed to be
connected to the grid that fulfill the corresponding norms. Many customers are not in the
position to proof this conformity. Therefore, the unit supplier can certify with a so-called
conformity declaration
that the assets to be connected to the grid fulfill the current DIN norms and VDE DIN
norms and all the guidelines mentioned in this document.
that in case there is a deviation from those norms the applied criteria at least cover the
current DIN norms and VDE DIN norms

2.7

Short-circuit level

Through the connection of an additional generation unit to the low voltage grid and its operation
the short circuit current – especially around the point of connection - of the low voltage grid will
be increased by the value of the short circuit current of the generation unit. In case it is unknown
the following values are assumed:
eightfold with synchronous generators
sixfold with induction generators
single with inverters
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of the sum of nominal generator currents. For a more detailed calculation, in addition
impedances between generator and connection point need to be taken into account.
In case the short circuit current will be increased above the rated values of the grid
infrastructure grid operator and generation unit operator must agree on measures to limit the
short circuit current of the generation unit.

2.8

Safety for workers and devices

There are no specific norms dedicated to the security of workers and devices for generation
units. Here, the same norms are applied that are generally valid for all electric installations:
DIN VDE 0100.
Safety of power converters for use in photovoltaic power systems, general requirements are
mentioned in IEC 62109-1:2010. The German version is EN 62109-1:2010 (the older version
has been EN 50178).
Apart from that it is referred to chapter 2.1. Protection issues discussed there are mainly due to
safety of grid operator personnel.

2.9

Grounding

The norms do not contain regulations concerning grounding!
Nevertheless, the topic “grounding of photovoltaic generators” is controversially discussed
among experts. One could summarize the discussion:
Conducting housings from e.g. connector boxes, metallic support structures or module
frames need to be grounded, except
o

insulation of active parts correspond to IEC class II equipment

o

open circuit voltage is less than 120 Volt and does not have a galvanic
connection towards the low voltage grid

When inverters without transformers are applied grounding of module frames is
recommended due to capacitor effects between inner and outer module parts. In case a
module is damaged grid voltage could be applied to the module frame. In case the
frame is grounded an error current could trigger an earth-leakage circuit breaker.
Without grounding the error might be undetected.
Grounding of active parts of the generator is seldom done.
o

Advantage: it provides the generator with a clearly defined potential which
makes lightning protection easier.

o

Disadvantage: without additional protection (e.g. DC earth-leakage circuit
breaker) the first earth connection represents a risk for personnel contact.

Non-grounded active parts of the generator
o

Potential is not clearly defined but normally installed varistors cause an almost
symmetric distribution of the voltage. The highly resistive earth connection allow
leakage current detection.
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o

Commercially available insulation controls can be applied.

o

A first earth connection fault will not cause a risk for personnel contact.

2.10 Evaluation procedures for distributed generation projects
and required studies
Due to the renewable energy sources act there is no process that comes to a conclusion
whether a distributed generation project will be eligible or not. Grid operator are obliged to
connect a renewable energy based generation unit to the voltage level that is appropriate for the
generation unit and at the connection point that is closest to generation unit. Grid operators
need to connect the generation unit even if the grid requires optimization processes before the
unit can feed electricity to the grid.
Nevertheless, every project requires a procedure for co-ordination between generation unit
operator and grid operator.
Grid operator already should be involved into the project during the planning phase. Normally,
1
the following documents have to be delivered to grid operator :
standardized form for connection of generation units to the low voltage grid
(illustration 2.10.a and illustration 2.10.b)
site map that indicates the position of the generation unit
datasheet that contains the technical details of the installation
circuit diagram (single phase illustration is sufficient)
description of the used protection units with exact information about type, product,
circuit and function and a conformity declaration
information about the short circuit current of the generation unit
for inverters and frequency converter: conformity declaration of supplier
Immediately after having received the request for connection of a generation unit grid operators
need to answer with a schedule that contains:
work steps of the grid connection
further information required for the grid connection
After having received this information latest after eight weeks grid operators need to inform
generation unit operators with:
time schedule with instantaneous elaboration of the grid connection
information about the connection point needed by the generation unit operator for the
planning process
cost estimate for the technical elaboration of the grid connection
1

For small PV systems more simple procedures are applied. They are described in section 7: Simplified
procedures for grid interconnection of small generators and net metering
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Illustration 2.10.a: Data Sheet for generation unit to be connected to the low voltage grid, page
1
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Illustration 2.10.b: Data Sheet for generation unit to be connected to the low voltage grid, page
2
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Studies required
Process in Brief: Small rooftop systems do not require planning permission. The grid operator is
obliged to connect PV systems to the grid immediately and as a priority. The connection of the
system must be applied for with the grid operator. The time for processing the application is not
regulated by law and varies between one and several weeks. After receipt of the grid
connection application, the grid operator conducts a connection study in order to assess the
effects on the grid of the planned electricity feed-in and to allocate the technically and
economically most favorable connection point. The closest connection point is usually also the
most favorable. For systems with capacity of less than 30 kW p, which are on a plot with already
existing grid connection, it is legally defined that the connection point of the plot with the grid is
regarded as the most favorable connection point. For systems with capacity of more than 30
kW p, no best connection point is defined in the renewable energy act. The connection study
ends with the allocation of a connection point. The system operator bears all costs incurred for
the connection of the PV system to the connection point. The grid operator bears all costs (if
incurred) from the connection point. The EEG foresees that grid operators must not make the
fulfillment of their obligations conditional on the conclusion of an agreement. System operators
must report the location and capacity of their PV system to the Federal Network Agency. An
entitlement to renewable energy act and electricity feed-in tariff payments only applies if this
notification is made.
Studies made
The grid operator needs to calculate that the connection of the generation unit does not
endanger the safe and reliable operation of the grid. An additional generation unit can cause an
increased loading of cables, transformers and other assets of the grid.
Apart from calculations presented in chapter 2.4 the grid operator will perform a calculation that
the voltage in the low voltage grid will not be increased by more than u 2% .
This implies the consideration of tolerances in voltage of upstream transformer stations where
high voltage is transformed to medium voltage. In [ANEEL 20102] this issue already had been
discussed. There it has been described that the value most probably very soon will be changed
to u 3% like in many other countries and that the limitation to such a low value is of a very
theoretical nature.
To give estimation about the voltage increase the so-called short-circuit-power-relation

k kl is

used:

k kl
with

S kV
,
S A max

S kV as the short-circuit power of the grid at the connection point and

S A max is the sum

of the maximum short circuit power values of all generation units connected at this point to the
grid.
The requirement for voltage increase is always fulfilled when the short-circuit-power-relation is
2

I. Stadler, et. al.: Implementation of small grid connected decentralized power generators using
renewable energies
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50 .

A more accurate result for voltage increase at the connection point can be derived from the
following calculation where

kV

is the grid impedance angle and

the phase angle between

current and voltage of the generation unit at its maximum apparent power S A max :

S A max cos
S kV

u aV
In case

cos

kV

kV

.

is less than 0.1 this expression is set to 0.1 in order to be on the safe

side and to eliminate uncertainties.
In the case of meshed grids it can become necessary to perform complex load flow calculations
in order to determine the voltage increases.

Procedure in case grid needs improvement
Grid operators are committed to instantaneously adopt their grids to the state of the art, to
strengthen and expand the grid in order to absorb and transmit the electricity produced by
renewable energy generation units.
Only the costs for the grid connection of the generation units itself and the corresponding
metering units need to be covered by the generation unit operator.

2.11 Limits for the integration of distributed generation
In Germany never a limit for the integration of distributed generation existed. Due to the
enormous success of photovoltaics and the comparatively high costs a limit often has been
discussed but never came into action.
The better way to adopt market developments to actual costs has been seen in reducing feed-in
tariffs. Since 2010 the yearly degression rate for the PV feed-in tariff contains a component that
takes into account the yearly new installed capacity. In case this number is bigger than 3.5 GW
the degression rate increases. In case it falls below this limit the degression rate is decreased.
In Spain the law for feed-in started with very high tariffs resulting in enormous installation
capacities. Then a hard limit has been implemented that stopped almost PV installations in
Spain. Nowadays, a quota of installations to be accepted each three months has been
introduced. it is called the "PREFO". The procedure can be consulted here online at:
http://www.mityc.es/energia/electricidad/RegimenEspecial/Paginas/InstalacionesFotovoltaicas.a
spx
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Summary of interconnection requirements
Inverter connected

< 4,6 kVA

≤ 30 kVA

> 30 kVA

Protection devices

Sgl. phase ENS3

three phase ENS

or

or

single phase
voltage increase
and three phase
voltage decrease
protection

three phase voltage
increase and voltage
decrease protection

three phase
voltage increase
and voltage
decrease
protection plus
switch with
disconnection
functionality

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.7 U rated to 1.0 U rated ; 0.2s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.0 U rated to 1.15 U rated ; 0.2s

Frequency decrease
protection value

47 Hz to 50 Hz;

0.2s

Frequency increase
protection value

50 Hz to 52 Hz;

0.2s

Reactive power
provision, actual
Reactive power
provision, future
Harmonics

cos

cos

0.9 cap to cos

1

cos

(<3,68 kVA)

Synchronization

0.95 ind

cos

0.9ind

(≥13,8 kVA)

(<13,8 kVA)

EN 61000-3-2 or EN 61000-3-12

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions
Long-term flickers

0,8ind

u 3%

EN 61000-3-3 or EN 61000-3-11
None, in case AC side is in idle mode
When not in idle mode:
Voltage difference

U

Frequency difference

10% U rated
f

0.5Hz
10

Phase angle difference
Short circuit level

One time rated current

Grounding spec.

-

Transformer spec.

-

3

Especially for photovoltaic systems a unit for grid supervision with switching element according to
E DIN VDE 0126 can replace the functions of a section switch and decoupling protection (see chapter 2.1
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< 4,6 kVA

≤ 30 kVA

Single phase
ENS

Three phase ENS

> 30 kVA

or
Single phase
voltage increase
and three phase
voltage decrease
protection , single
phase frequency
increase and
frequency decrease
protection

Single phase
voltage increase
and three phase
voltage decrease
protection , single
phase frequency
increase and
frequency
decrease
protection

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.7 U rated to 1.0 U rated

Voltage increase
protection value

1.0 U rated to 1.15 U rated

Frequency decrease
protection value

47 Hz to 50 Hz

Frequency increase
protection value

50 Hz to 52 Hz

Reactive power
provision, actual
Reactive power
provision, future
Harmonics

cos

cos

1

0.9 cap to cos

cos

(<3,68 kVA)

Synchronization

0.95 ind

u 3%

EN 61000-3-3 or EN 61000-3-11
Voltage difference

U

10% U rated
f

Eight times rated current

Grounding

-

Transformer
specifications

-
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0.5Hz
10

Phase angle difference

0.9ind

(≥13,8 kVA)

EN 61000-3-2 or EN 61000-3-12

Frequency difference

Short circuit level

cos

(<13,8 kVA)

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions
Long-term flickers

0,8ind
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Induction generator
connected

< 4,6 kVA

≤ 30 kVA

Protection devices

Single phase
ENS

Three phase ENS

> 30 kVA

or
Three phase voltage
increase and three
phase voltage
decrease protection
, single phase
frequency increase
and frequency
decrease protection

Three phase voltage
increase and three
phase voltage
decrease protection
, single phase
frequency increase
and frequency
decrease protection

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.7 U rated to 1.0 U rated

Voltage increase
protection value

1.0 U rated to 1.15 U rated

Frequency decrease
protection value

47 Hz to 50 Hz

Frequency increase
protection value

50 Hz to 52 Hz

Reactive power
provision, actual
Reactive power
provision, future
Harmonics

cos

cos

1

0.9 cap to cos

cos

(<3,68 kVA)

Synchronization

0.95 ind

cos

0.9ind

(≥13,8 kVA)

(<13,8 kVA)

EN 61000-3-2 or EN 61000-3-12

Voltage deviation at
switching actions
Long-term flickers

0,8ind

u 3%
EN 61000-3-3 or EN 61000-3-11
Speed 95 % to 105 % of the synchronous speed.
With ability to operate islanded, self-excitation and not
connected in idle mode:
Voltage difference

U

Frequency difference

10% U rated
f

0.5Hz
10

Phase angle difference
Short circuit level

Six times rated current

Grounding spec.

-

Transformer spec.

-
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Public Grid Interconnection: Summary for Italy

In Italy, electricity generated from renewable energy sources is mainly promoted through a
quota system (certificati verdi). The quota system obliges all producers and importers of
electricity to generate a certain quota of electricity from renewable sources or purchase a
certain amount of green certificates. As an alternative, small systems and expensive
technologies like photovoltaic generation can make use of various kinds of price regulation,
which might be more cost-efficient than participation in the certificate system. The price
regulation system provides for mechanisms like the feed-in tariff for systems generating less
than 1 MW. Likewise, photovoltaic systems are promoted by a premium tariff "conto energia
per il solare fotovoltaico“. Electricity may also be sold on the free market or within the regulatory
system of “ritiro dedicato” (purchase by Gestore dei Servizi Elettrici at a guaranteed price).
Under certain conditions, electricity producers can make use of "scambio sul posto" (netmetering, →see section 7).
In Italy, grid operators are obliged to give priority access to renewable energy systems in the
operation of their grids. They are also obliged to give priority dispatch to electricity from
renewable sources. System operators may request their grid operator to expand the grid if the
connection of a system requires this expansion.
A system operator applying for connection is contractually entitled against the grid operator to a
grid expansion, if the expansion is necessary to satisfy the claim for connection to the grid. As
renewable energy systems must be given priority connection, a grid expansion necessary to
connect such a system must also be given priority.
The legal framework in Italy is formed by the following laws:
DL 28/11 (Decreto Legislativo 3 marzo 2011, n. 28. Attuazione della direttiva
2009/28/CE sulla promozione dell’uso dell’energia da fonti rinnovabili recante modifica
e successiva abrogazione delle direttive 2001/77/CE e 2003/30/CE - Legislative Decree
3 March 2011, n. 28. Implementation of directive 2009/28/CE on promotion of use of
energy from renewable energy sources modifying and repealing directives 2001/77/CE
and 2003/30/CE)
L 99/09 (Legge 23 luglio 2009, n. 99. Disposizioni per lo sviluppo e
l'internazionalizzazione delle imprese, nonché in materia di energia – Act on the
Development of the Business and Energy Sectors)
L 244/07 (Legge 24 Dicembre 2007, n. 244. Disposizioni per la formazione del bilancio
annuale e pluriennale dello Stato. Legge finanziaria 2008 – Budget Act of 2008)
L 239/04 (Legge 23 agosto 2004, n. 239. Riordino del settore energetico, nonchè
delega al Governo per il riassetto delle disposizioni vigenti in materia di energia - Act on
the reorganisation of the energy sector)
DL 79/99 (Decreto Legislativo 16 marzo 1999, n. 79. Attuazione della direttiva 96/92/CE
recante norme comuni per il mercato interno dell'energia elettrica, „Decreto Bersani“ –
Decree for the Regulation of the Electricity Market)
DL 387/03 (Decreto Legislativo 29 dicembre 2003, n. 387. Attuazione della direttiva
2001/77/CE relativa alla promozione dell'energia elettrica prodotta da fonti energetiche
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rinnovabili nel mercato interno dell'elettricità – Decree for the Promotion of Renewable
Energy)
DPR 633/72 (Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica 26 ottobre 1972 n. 633.
Instituzione e disciplina dell’imposta sul valore aggiunto – Act on the Value-Added Tax)
DM 18/12/08 (Decreto 18 dicembre 2008. Incentivazione della produzione di energia
elettrica da fonti rinnovabili. “Decreto Rinnovabili“- Decree on Renewable Energy)
DM 14/03/03 (Decreto 14 marzo 2003. Attivazione del mercato elettrico, limitatamente
alla contrattazione dei certificati verdi – Decree on the Green Certificates)
DM 6/08/2010. (Decreto 6 agosto 2010. Incentivazione della produzione di energia
elettrica mediante conversione fotovoltaica della fonte solare – Incentivation of the
promotion of photovoltaic energy)
AEEG 34/05 (Delibera n. 34/05. Modalità e condizioni economiche per il ritiro
dell’energia elettrica – Conditions on electricity supply to the grid)
ARG/elt 181/10 (Delibera n. 181/10. Attuazione del decreto del Ministro dello Sviluppo
Economico, di concerto con il Ministro dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del Territorio e del
Mare 6 agosto 2010, ai fini dell’incentivazione della produzione di energia elettrica
mediante impianti fotovoltaici
AEEG 280/07 (Delibera n. 280/07. Modalità e condizioni tecnico-economiche per il ritiro
dell’energia elettrica – Conditions on electricity intakes)
AEEG 348/07 (Delibera n. 348/07. Testo integrato delle disposizioni dell’Autorità per
l’energia elettrica e il gas per l’erogazione dei servizi di trasmissione, distribuzione e
misura dell’energia elettrica – Resolution on the transmission and distribution of
electriciry)
ARG/elt 74/08 (Deliberazione 3 giugno 2008 - ARG/elt 74/08. Testo integrato delle
modalità e delle condizioni tecnico-economiche per lo scambio sul posto. “TISP” –
Conditions for net metering)
ARG/elt 1/09 (Delibera n. 1/09. Attuazione dell'articolo 2, comma 153, della legge n.
244/07 e dell'articolo 20 del decreto ministeriale 18 dicembre 2008, in materia di
incentivazione dell'energia elettrica prodotta da fonti rinnovabili tramite la tariffa fissa
onnicomprensiva e di scambio sul posto - Implementation of Art. 1, c. 153 of L 244/07
and Art. 20 of DM 18/12/08 as regards promotion of electricity produced by renewable
energy sources through the fixed omnicomprehensive tariff.)
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Summary of interconnection requirements
Inverter connected

≤ 6 kW

≤ 20 kW

> 20 kW

Protection devices

Automatic
disconnection
switch with
intrinsic security,
voltage
supervision

Automatic
disconnection
switch with intrinsic
security, voltage
supervision

Automatic
disconnection
switch with
intrinsic security,
voltage
supervision

Might be
integrated in
converter

Might be integrated
in converter

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.8 U rated , 0.2s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.2 U rated , 0.1s

Frequency decrease
protection value

49 Hz to 49.7 Hz

Frequency increase
protection value

50 .3Hz to 51Hz

Reactive power
provision

cos

Must be an
external device

0,8ind between 20% and 100% of nominal power,
normal operation is cos

1

Customer and grid operator can negotiate something different
in case it is necessary for grid stability.
Connectivity
according power

Single phase

Three phase

Three phase for
rated power
≤50kW, ≥70kW
connection to
medium voltage, in
between to be
negotiated

Harmonics

CEI EN 61000-3-2 or CEI EN 61000-3-12

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

CEI EN 61000-3-3 or CEI EN 61000-3-11

Long-term flickers

CEI EN 61000-3-3 or CEI EN 61000-3-11

Induction generator
connected
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Protection devices

Automatic
disconnection
switch with
intrinsic security,
voltage
supervision
Must be an
external device

Automatic
disconnection
switch with intrinsic
security, voltage
supervision
Must be an
external device

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.8 U rated , 0.2s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.2 U rated , 0.1s

Frequency decrease
protection value

49 Hz to 49.7 Hz

Frequency increase
protection value

50 .3Hz to 51Hz

Reactive power
provision
Connectivity
according power

cos
Single phase

Automatic
disconnection
switch with
intrinsic security,
voltage
supervision
Must be an
external device

0.9ind

Three phase

Three phase for
rated power
≤50kW, ≥70kW
connection to
medium voltage, in
between to be
negotiated

Harmonics

CEI EN 61000-3-2 or CEI EN 61000-3-12

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

CEI EN 61000-3-3 or CEI EN 61000-3-11

Long-term flickers

CEI EN 61000-3-3 or CEI EN 61000-3-11

The Italian norms/guidelines do not mention synchronous generator connections to the
low voltage grid.
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Public Grid Interconnection: Summary for Spain

In Spain, the generation of electricity from renewable sources is mainly promoted through a
price regulation. System operators may choose between two options: a guaranteed feed-in tariff
and a guaranteed bonus (premium) paid on top of the electricity price derived on the free
market. Furthermore, investments in systems and equipment required for the generation of
electricity from renewable sources may be deducted from tax.
In Spain, systems that generate electricity from renewable energy sources are statutorily
entitled to connection to and usage of the grid at a priority. System operators may be
contractually entitled to an expansion of the grid, of which they are to bear the cost if the
expansion is required for a system to be connected to the grid. Apart from that, the grid operator
is obligated to expand his grid in compliance with the general provisions of energy law.
The legal framework in Spain is formed by the following laws:
Plan de Energías Renovables en España 2005-2010 (Renewable Energy Plan)
Real Decreto 661/2007 (promotes all renewable energy sources)
Real Decreto 1578/2008 (feed-in tariff for photovoltaic systems)
Real Decreto 436/2004 (promotes all renewable energy sources; may still be applied
during a transition period)
Ley 54/1997 (Electricity Sector Law)
Ley 35/2006 (Law on the taxation of companies)
Real Decreto Legislativo 4/2004 (Legislative decree on the taxation of companies)
Real Decreto 1955/2000 (usage of the grid)
Real Decreto 2019/1997 (sale of electricity)
Real Decreto 2017/1997 (cost of usage of the grid)
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Summary of interconnection requirements
Inverter connected

≤ 5 kW

> 5 kW

Protection devices

Automatic
disconnection
switch with voltage
supervision,

Automatic
disconnection
switch with voltage
supervision,

Anti-islanding
according
UNE EN 50438

Anti-islanding
according
UNE EN 50438

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.85 U rated , 1.2s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 0.5s

Frequency decrease
protection value

48 Hz , 3s

Frequency increase
protection value

51Hz,

0,2s

Reactive power
provision

cos

1,0

Connectivity
according power

Harmonics

Single phase

Three phase

>100kW
connection to
medium voltage
(>60kW in case of
127V grid)

UNE EN 61000-3-2 or UNE EN 61000-3-12 or
UNE EN 61000-3-4

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

u 5%

Long-term flickers
Maximum power to
be connected to low
voltage grid

7% U rated in all the low voltage grid must to exceeded

Prated
Prated

Galvanic separation

5% of short circuit power at point of connection
5% of short circuit power at transformer station

Required between DC ad AC part of the installation, might be
done in the inverter
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≤ 5 kW

> 5 kW

Automatic
disconnection
switch with threephase voltage
supervision,

Automatic
disconnection
switch with threephase voltage
supervision,

Manual switch,
accessible for grid
operator personnel

Manual switch,
accessible for grid
operator personnel

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.85 U rated , 1.5s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 1.5s

Frequency decrease
protection value

47 Hz , 0,5s

Frequency increase
protection value

51Hz,

0,5s

cos

0,8

Reactive power
provision
Connectivity
according power

Single phase

Three phase

>100kW
connection to
medium voltage
(>60kW in case of
127V grid),
In case of wind
generator ≤5% of
short circuit power

Harmonics

UNE EN 61000-3-2 or UNE EN 61000-3-12 or
UNE EN 61000-3-4

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

u 5%

Long-term flickers
Synchronization

Voltage difference

U

Frequency difference

8% U rated
f

Phase angle difference

Induction generator
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connected
Protection devices

Automatic
disconnection
switch with threephase voltage
supervision,

Automatic
disconnection
switch with threephase voltage
supervision,

Manual switch,
accessible for grid
operator personnel

Manual switch,
accessible for grid
operator personnel

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.85 U rated , 1.5s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 1.5s

Frequency decrease
protection value

47 Hz , 0,5s

Frequency increase
protection value

51Hz,

Reactive power
provision
Connectivity
according power

cos
Single phase

0,5s

0,86 at rated power
Three phase

>100kW
connection to
medium voltage
(>60kW in case of
127V grid),
In case of wind
generator ≤5% of
short circuit power

Harmonics
Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

UNE EN 61000-3-2 or UNE EN 61000-3-12 or
UNE EN 61000-3-4

u 3%
In case of wind generators: less than three switching actions
per minute and u 2% / s

Long-term flickers
Synchronization

Speed must be in-between 90% to 100% of
synchronous speed
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5
Public Grid Interconnection: Summary for the United
States of America
The market access requirements for PV equipment in the United States are segmented in two
main areas - safety and performance - that are integral to each other in the overall construction.
The focus of the UL standards is in providing requirements for materials, construction and the
evaluation of the potential electrical shock and fire safety hazards. The focus of the IEC
requirements is in terms and symbols, testing, design qualification and type approval.
UL certifies that PV equipment complies with the safety, environmental and other performance
requirements of the appropriate standards. UL supports manufacturers with the compliance to
both the UL and the IEC requirements utilizing a combined project or if needed, as individual
evaluations.
In addition, UL provides balance of systems equipment certification to the standards identified
illustration 5.1a. These certifications include materials (such as polymerics used for
backsheets, encapsulants, and adhesives), components (like junction boxes and connectors)
and end-products (for example, inverters and meters).
The only norms that contain information towards grid connection are UL 1741 and IEEE 1547.

Illustration 5.1.a: Norms for PV systems in the US [Source: www.ul.com]

Inverter connected
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Protection devices

Automatic disconnection switch, anti-islanding protection
required, 0.2s

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.5 U rated , 0.16 s

0.88 U rated , 2s
Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 1s
1.2 U rated , 0.16 s

Frequency decrease
protection value

59.3Hz , 0.16 s

59 .8..57 .0 Hz , 0.16 s
adjustable between 0.16s and
300s

57 Hz , 0.16 s
Frequency increase
protection value

60.5Hz,

0,16 s

Reactive power
provision

60.5Hz,
cos

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

0,16 s

0,85

u 5%

Harmonics

≤10MVA

Maximum power to be
connected to low
voltage grid
Galvanic separation

Synchronization

Required between DC ad AC part of the installation. Devices,
such as an isolation transformer, a blocking capacitor or a direct
current sensor with high-speed disconnect switch are usable to
limit the direct current flow.
Only when the installation is not in idle mode before grid
connection!
≤500kVA:
Voltage difference

U

Frequency difference
Phase angle difference

10% U rated
f

0.3Hz

20

≤1500kVA:
Voltage difference
37
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f

Frequency difference

0.2 Hz
15

Phase angle difference
>1500kVA
Voltage difference

U

3% U rated
f

Frequency difference

0.1Hz
10

Phase angle difference

≤30kW

Synchronous
generator connected
Protection devices

>30kW

Automatic disconnection switch, anti-islanding protection
required, 0.2s

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.5 U rated , 0.16 s

0.88 U rated , 2s
Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 1s
1.2 U rated , 0.16 s

Frequency decrease
protection value

59.3Hz , 0.16 s

59 .8..57 .0 Hz , 0.16 s
adjustable between 0.16s and 300s

57 Hz , 0.16 s
Frequency increase
protection value
Reactive power
provision
Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

60.5Hz,

0,16 s

60.5Hz,
cos

0,85

u 5%

Harmonics

Maximum power to be
connected to low
voltage grid
Galvanic separation
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Synchronization

≤500kVA:
Voltage difference

U

10% U rated
f

Frequency difference

0.3Hz
20

Phase angle difference
≤1500kVA:
Voltage difference

U

5% U rated
f

Frequency difference

0.2 Hz
15

Phase angle difference
>1500kVA
Voltage difference

U

3% U rated
f

Frequency difference

0.1Hz
10

Phase angle difference

≤30kW

Induction generator
connected
Protection devices

>30kW

Automatic disconnection switch, anti-islanding protection
required, 0.2s

Voltage decrease
protection value

0.5 U rated , 0.16 s
0.88 U rated , 2s

Voltage increase
protection value

1.1 U rated , 1s

1.2 U rated , 0.16 s
Frequency decrease
protection value

59.3Hz , 0.16 s

59 .8..57 .0 Hz , 0.16 s adjustable between
0.16s and 300s

57 Hz , 0.16 s
Frequency increase
protection value

60.5Hz,

0,16 s

Reactive power
provision

60.5Hz,
cos

Voltage deviation
during switching
actions

0,85

u 5%
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Harmonics

Maximum power to be
connected to low
voltage grid
Galvanic separation
Synchronization

40
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Recommendations for simplified grid interconnection
procedures of small generators and net metering

6.1 Recommendations
requirements

for

technical

connectivity

Recommendation 1: Not generation specific standards, guidelines and laws
(e.g. for electrical installations) rather should be derived from existing
Brazilian procedures than adopting those from European or US examples.

Explanatory Statement:
Generation units on the low voltage level might be a new topic for many countries but not
electrical installations themselves. Services on electricity installations on the low voltage level
are conducted by well educated personnel that is spread all over the countries.
To perform work on the low voltage level in every country rules, guidelines and/or laws exist in
order to gurantee a secure system operation. Employers associations have led guidelines for
accident prevention and safety of workers. There is no need to change well establihsed rules
and procedures due to the fact that generation units are added to the low voltage grid.
Actually, those rules are similar to many country groups that may have its origin that they have
adopted from or agreed in accordance with other countries. But there is no need to change
them due to the new purpose.

Recommendation 2: Connectivity rules, guidelines and laws for connection
to the low voltage grid rather should be derived from existing Brazilian
procedures than adopting those from European or US examples.

Explanatory Statement:
Connection of a (small) generation unit does not differ a lot from the connection of a house.
Different from a house a generation unit does not draw power from the grid but feeds power to
the gird. When the installed power is low it only decreases the power drawn from the grid.
As a consequence, all the rules, guidelines and laws that are related to topics like power quality
can be the same as for electricity consuming equipment (it does not play a role whether the
harmonics, the voltage drop, etc. result from the refrigerator or the PV inverter).
Only in those aspects that have impacts due to the power generating nature of the unit, specific
rules, guidelines or laws should be addressed. These are those aspects that address safety of
workers from grid personnel and stability of grid operation.

Recommendation 3: Generation units require a protection unit that interrupts
power feed-in to the grid and allows safe maintenance work at grid assets.
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This protection device should be allowed to be an integral part of the
generation system in order to avoid unnecessary costs.

Explanatory Statement:
The necessity of such a protection device is not up for debate. It is required to guarantee worker
safety. For larger generation units or power plants a separate control unit and switching device
does not matter and does not influence the overall cost of the installation.
As a first approximation a separate protection unit is constant in cost whereas the power
generation unit is proportional to the installed capacity. Therefore, to insist on a separate device
means especially for small generation units a significant cost factor decreasing its economic
viability.
Therefore, it is a question of economic performance or even a question whether an installation
can be economically justified or not that the protection can be an integral part of the generation
unit.
Inverters (e.g. PV systems require for power feed-in) do the inverting of DC current by switching
elements. To use them in order to fullfil grid safety requirements instead of installing a serarate
device is a useful and important measure.

Recommendation 4: Extensive and therefore expensive on-site test
procedures to find out the compliance with technical connectivity standards
must be avoided to have economic small-scale power generation. Therefore,
system/component suppliers should guarantee the compliance with required
standards in Brazil by a conformidity declaration and the grid operator
should be obliged to accept the declaration.

Explanatory Statement:
On-site test procedures are time consuming and equipment extensive and therefore expensive.
That would immediately mean a considerable cost fraction for the overall installation and must
be avoided.
The component that makes the grid connection in case of a small photovoltaic generator is the
inverter. Inverters are nowadays a mass product and one is equal to the other. Therefore, it is a
much more reasonable procedure that the inverter manufacturer tests his equipment with an
accredited test laboratory and receives therefore a test certificate. With the conformidity
declaration he then confirms that all his inverters are in accordance with the test.
Illustration 6.1 shows the test certificate and the conformidity declaration of an inverter
manufacturer.
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Illustration 6.1: Test certificate (left) and conformidity declaration (right) of inverter manufacturer
KACO [Source: Kaco]

6.2

Recommendations for legal and adminstrative procedures

Before giving recommendations for the legal and administrative procedures a few remarks will
be given. Especially for engineers determination of economics seems to be self-evident. Prizes
of equipment for e.g. photovoltaic modules and inverters together with the solar resources
available at a specific site determine the electricity generation costs.
Experiences in Europe show that the legal and administrative procedures have an enormous
influence on project costs. Here, almost the same is valid like with the considerations made for
recommendations 3 and 4. For a several GW installation administrative costs might be not of
big importance but for installations with only a few kW they can become deciding.

Recommendation 5: Keep the administrative process as simple as possible!
A process with only two steps is recommended.

Explanatory Statement:
Countries like Spain and Italy have significantly higher solar resources than e.g. Germany. At
the same time feed-in tariffs in those countries are even higher than in Germany and
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nevertheless market developed much better in Germany. The journal “PHOTON” recently wrote
about Spain4: “You want to go to hell? Then try to plan a PV system in Spain […]. 30 hurdles
from the legislative body have to be taken […]. First a safety charge of 50 €/kW has to be
deposited […]. Then go for licenses of the city planning administration, environment protection
administration, monument protection administration and of the building authority. Then you
require a business license and afterwards a registration for business tax. Then go for a preentry into a special installation register that later has to be confirmed. Then the grid operator
needs to be conducted.”
The EC project PV Legal5 investigates non-technical aspects in photovoltaic developments in all
European countries. Some results are cited here:
The German PV market stakeholders confirmed the reputation that this market represents the
best practice at European level. This leadership is in fact not only confirmed by the copious
yearly PV power installed and the lowest market prices – widely known facts in the PV market –
but also by the lowest share of administrative costs, the shortest project development durations
and waiting times and, finally, by the most moderate labor requirements in all the considered
market segments, as reported by the interviewed stakeholders.
Instead, other markets that are affected by more severe legal-administrative barriers show quite
clearly the impact of these barriers in terms of longer project durations, higher costs, longer
waiting times and more demanding labor requirements.
These effects are scattered unevenly across countries and market segments depending on
local factors, but some results seem to emerge clearly enough to allow for a basic analysis:
France and Spain show very long project development durations across all 3 market
segments6. For France this is a confirmation that the unclarity of the administrative
framework contributed to the delay of the market ramp-up that in fact only happened in
2009. For Spain, this is a confirmation that the new framework set up by RD 1578/08
has de facto slowed down PV deployment after the 2008 boom.
Developing a PV project in Bulgaria is extremely complicated, requiring excessive labor
to comply with its administrative processes.
The share of administrative costs in Italy, Spain, Greece, Czech Republic and a few
other countries appears to be disproportionate and efforts should be made in order to
reduce them.
Illustrations 6.2.a to illustration 6.2.d show the legal-administrative requirements in hours
required, the waiting time in weeks for administrative decisions, the overall project duration in
weeks and the legal-administrative costs as share of the overall project development costs in
different European countries.

4

PHOTON, 4/2011
www.pvlegal.eu
6
Segment A: up to 20 kWp, segment B: up to 2 MW building integrated, segment C: large groundmounted installations
5
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Illustration 6.2.a: Compliance with legal-administrative requirements: Overall Labor
(hours) [Source: PV Legal]

Illustration 6.2.b: PV project development process: Overall Waiting Time (weeks)
[Source: PV Legal]

Illustration 6.2.c: PV project development process: Overall duration (weeks) [Source:
PV Legal]
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Illustration 6.2.d: Legal-administrative costs as a share of overall project development
costs (excluding PV equipment) [Source: PV Legal]

Recommendation 6: Administrative step 1: Provide a standardized form /
fact sheet for grid operators. Generation plant operator has to fill in the
standardized form with specific information about the small scale power
plant to be connected to the grid. On the bases of that information the grid
operator needs to guarantee a reliable grid operation.

Explanatory Statement:
A standardized form avoids that each grid operator has to develop his own scheme about the
information required and also avoids that grid operators develop mechanisms that counteract
the possibility of generation units on the low voltage level, e.g. to protect the market that is
dominated by its own generation units.
Appendix A shows the example from the German standardized form. Here, a summary of the
information required is given:
Name and address of plant operator, plant installer and electrician who will do the grid
connection
Address of the plant site
Rated power of modules
Rated power of inverter
In case it is a plant enlargement, the rated power of the old installation
Connection to the grid already existing (yes/no)
Several information related to the peculiarities of the German renewable energy act
Signature of plant operator (and of land owner if different)

Recommendation 7: In order to avoid unnecessary administrative delays it is
recommended that the grid operator is given a maximum period for
answering. This time span should not exceed three months.

Explanatory Statement:
Not answering to an application for feed-in by a plant operator is another preferred measure by
grid operators to avoid installations in distribution grids. This has shown to be practice in many
European countries. Although Germany is generally a “good practice example” in administrative
handling of power feed-in the legislative body did not consider such a maximum period and
regularly complaints about this topic is reported in Germany.
The grid operator needs to have time to proof whether the grid is capable to absorb the power
fed by a generation plant. In practice, with very small generation plants grid operators do not
perform calculations as those small (up to a few kW) plants just reduce power consumption but
do not cause a reverse power flow. Starting with about 10 kW some rough calculations are
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performed that can be done in a very short time. Only with bigger plants (several tens of kW)
more detailed calculations are performed that maybe justify a longer period.
Therefore, a three month period should be the maximum.

Recommendation 8: Administrative step 2: the second required
administrative step is the plant commissioning. Again a standardized
procedure with standardized forms is recommended. For small generation
plants inspection of grid operator personnel is not required.

Explanatory Statement:
When the breakthrough of decentralized generation is aimed and a boom will be started there is
a need for an easy procedure. With respect to cost efficiency on the grid operator side it is
decisive to have a slim administrative procedure where grid operator personnel not necessarily
need to travel to every site.
A slim commissioning procedure reduces overall costs!
In the following the German standardized forms are explained. They are shown in appendix B:
Name and address of plant operator and electrician
Address of plant site
Rated module power
Rated inverter power
Electricity counter number
Meter reading at time of commissioning
Several information related to the peculiarities of the German renewable energy act
Commissioning date
Signature of responsible electrician
The commissioning protocol contains the following information (page 2 of standardized form):
Module data (manufacturer name, type, number, nominal power)
Inverters (manufacturer name, type, number)
The form “Electricity commissioning” (appendix B1, normally used for house
connections to the grid, not really necessary) with the following information:
o Name and address information
o Type of plant
o Metering equipment (e.g. single phase, three phase, type of transducer)
o Place of meter installation
o Signature of electrician
Standardized form “measurement concept” (appendix B2) is dedicated to the different
possibilities of the German feed-in law and is not of relevance for net metering.
Circuit diagram of the installation
Data sheet of modules
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For the inverter:
o Data sheet
o Conformidity declaration
Copy of Registration form for regulatory body database
Photo of system
In case not a meter from the grid operator is chosen:
o Meter form (appendix B3)
o Photo that shows the meter reading at time of commissioning
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Appendix A: Standardized Application Form
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Appendix B: Commissioning Protocol
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Appendix B1: Commissioning Electricity
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Appendix B2: Measurement Concept Form
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Appendix B3: Form when using a different meter than one of
the grid operator
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Appendix C: Net Metering Schemes in European Countries
Net Meteringe scheme in Italy
In Italy, the producers of electricity from renewable sources (Wind, Solar, Geothermal, Biogas,
Biomass, Hydro)generated by systems whose production does not exceed 20 kW and systems
whose production is 20 kW to 200 kW but which were commissioned after 31 December 2007
can make use of net-metering (scambio sul posto). This possibility may be used instead of the
feed-in tariff.
“Scambio sul posto” differs from traditional net metering, as the system operator pays the
7
supplier for the electricity consumed, while the GSE gives credit for the electricity fed in. This
procedure can lead to a surplus on behalf of the system operator. The balance is calculated
once a year.
If more energy is fed in than is consumed, this positive balance can compensate for a possible
negative balance in the following years. Generators who feed in more electricity than they
consume do not receive any payment under the net metering scheme. If they feed in less than
they consume, the difference is subject to a payment. System operators receive credit for
electricity produced but not consumed. This credit will be available for an unlimited period of
time.
Regardless of the technology used, all systems generating up to 20 kW are eligible.
Furthermore, systems generating 20 kW to 200 kW are eligible if commissioned after 31
December 2007. Since 1 January 2009, “scambio sul posto” also applies to CHP stations with
an output of up to 200 KW.
In order for “scambio sul posto” to apply, electricity must be supplied to and received from the
grid at one and the same connection point. L 99/09 was introduced to enable municipalities with
less than 20,000 inhabitants to make use of net metering without being obliged to use the same
connection point to supply and receive electricity.
The obligated party is the grid operator GSE. He is also responsible for measuring the electricity
fed into the grid.
A given system operator is contractually entitled to the net-metering against the grid operator.
System operators must submit an application as defined by GSE. Applications are assessed by
the directorate of the Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas (AEEG). GSE is obliged to pay
a surcharge of 50 € for every kW of system capacity within 30 days starting after the end of the
trimester in which the agreement was concluded. This surcharge is gradually compensated for
by the payments claimed by the grid operator.
Operators of renewable energy generation systems are obliged to pay an annual fee of 30 € per
connection point to cover the grid operator's administrative costs.

Net Meteringe scheme in Denmark
The Regulation on Net-metering for the Producers of Electricity for Own Needs is based on the
Act on Electricity Supply and authorises the exemption of certain system operators from Public
Service Obligation (PSO).
7

GSE: The Gestore dei Servizi Elettrici (GSE) is an authority subject to the Italian Ministry of Economy
and Finance. It plays a major role in the promotion of renewable energy. Among other things, it issues
green certificates and certificates of origin, monitors the certificate system, purchases energy and resells it on the electricity market.
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Every consumer is obliged to pay a surcharge, the so-called Public Service Obligation. It
depends on each consumer's individual level of consumption. The PSO for the support of
renewable energy is part of the PSO tariff. The surcharges are determined by Energinet.dk four
times a year.
Electricity producers using all or part of the electricity produced for their own needs are exempt
from paying Public Service Obligation on this electricity. The Public Service Obligation is a
charge levied to support renewable energy.
Systems must be connected to a collective grid system, installed at the place of consumption
and fully owned by the consumer.
All technologies except for geothermal energy are eligible for net-metering:
Wind

Eligible only if the system is connected to a private supply system

Solar

Eligible. Systems with a capacity of up to 50 kW must be connected to a supply
system

Biogas

Eligible. The system capacity must not exceed 6 kW per household or per 100 m².
Only systems in non-commercial buildings are eligible. Systems must be
connected to a private supply system

Hydro

Eligible. The system capacity must not exceed 6 kW per household or per 100 m².
Only systems in non-commercial buildings are eligible. Systems must be
connected to a private supply system

Biomass

Eligible. The system capacity must not exceed 6 kW per household or per 100 m².
Only systems in non-commercial buildings are eligible. Systems must be
connected to a private supply system

The costs of the net-metering system are covered by the budget managed by Energinet.dk.
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